Christianity the Anti-White Religion is Back as Black Lives Matter

Christianity was always anti-White. Its whole basis is the original White European spiritual expression of life is evil for not being Judaism and not worshipping Jewish people as god. It claims the ancestors of all Whites are in Christian Hell being punished by a foreign Semitic god for not being Jewish, and the original White God (Jupiter-Dionysus), is literally Satan as stated in the book of revelations. Hence the White racial soul is Satan.

So now Whites themselves must physically repent for being "The White Devil". Just another day with the anti-White cult of Christianity in action. Just as the Christian SJWs of ancient Rome led on by Jews toppled the statues of the White ancestors of the Romans and Greeks, now they are doing the same in America to Jefferson, Washington, and others. The White Devil must go they chant.

However, note that the racial awakening ritual is paying off. This is so obvious, even mainstream news is noting this fact. The runes were banned by the Jewish Catholic Church because they are the power of the White racial soul and can break the chains of the Jewish spell of Christianity. Hitler and the Third Reich used the runes to wake up the White Germans to the Jews and defeat them. Remember, the Hammer of Thor is the Thor rune. These are the spiritual weapons of the Aryan Gods to smash the forces of the racial magic of the Jew, which is Christianity in all its forms. The Thule Society destroyed the forces of Jewish power with runic magic. This makes the enemy afraid.

https://spectator.us/black-lives-matter-state-backed-religion/

Among the reasons why this still-amorphous ‘movement’ became so widely popular with such break-neck speed is perhaps because in the eyes of many, it transcended mere politics. Many so-called protests took on features highly reminiscent of religion: collective worship, public confession and requests for salvation, devotional poses and gestures, group prayer, the creation of a new pantheon of martyr figures to revere, and the adoption of liturgical rites and rituals.

Children and teenagers have been encouraged to publicly repent for their sins, with the ‘original sin’ being ‘white privilege’. In the small town of Schwenksville, Pennsylvania, I witnessed a white teenager named Frankie, wearing a sleekly designed ‘Black Lives Matter’ t-shirt, nervously stand before the assembled crowd (also overwhelmingly white) and proclaim, ‘Every single white person here today benefits from white
privilege’ to rousing applause. His solution for this alleged problem was heavily individualized: each white person in attendance must take the personal initiative ‘to learn’ about their privilege, and ‘ask themselves on a day by day basis how they can help’.

You know who you will not find at this anti-White, cuck church meeting to pray to a Jew to ask forgiveness for being White? Anyone White who rolls with Satan.

Jewsus leaves you on your knees, Satan stands you on your feet.


Parishioners gathered at the Cuney Homes in the Third Ward in Houston, Texas where George Floyd played hoops and did community outreach.

'Father God we asked for forgiveness from our black brothers and sisters for years and years of racism,' one man is heard saying on Sunday.

'Pray for my white, black and brown brothers and sisters who have had the courage to expose blatant racism in my own heart,’ a parishioner says on video.
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